**DEVICE CONNECTION CABLE TYPE: I3**

**PHYSICAL CONNECTIONS**

- **Ottobock Electric Wrist Rotator** (10517)
  - **Connection**: Coapt cable connection marked 'Close/Digital' must plug into this side '2' of wrist.
  - **Connection**: Coapt cable connection marked 'Open/Digital' must plug into this side '2' of wrist.

- **Motion Control Standard Wrist Rotator**
  - **Connection**: Coapt cable connection marked 'Close/Digital' must plug into wrist port marked 'WRIST'.
  - **Connection**: Power/battery cable (not supplied by Coapt) must plug into wrist port marked 'HAND'.
  - **Connection**: Coapt cable connection marked 'Close/Digital' must plug into wrist port marked 'CH-A'.
  - **Connection**: Power/battery cable (not supplied by Coapt) must plug into wrist port marked 'CH-B'.

**SOFTWARE SETTINGS**

- **Wrist Settings**: No manual settings necessary for the Ottobock Standard Wrist Rotator or the Motion Control Standard Wrist Rotator.

- **I-Limb Settings**: For general i-Limb Digital operation via Coapt, most settings should be set to defaults in the i-Limb app.

  - For proper operation of Gesture Control via Coapt, ensure ‘CC’ is selected as its trigger in the i-Limb app.